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There is something about wood flooring that will make your space feel luxurious. Unfortunately, that luxury comes at a very high cost. However, you don't have to settle for a low quality flooring product. Instead, you can increase your home or business affordably with Hampton Bay laminate flooring. Laminate-like flooring products offered by Hampton Bay are growing in popularity
because they offer an expensive solid forest look at a fraction of the price. However, like any other type of flooring, some look and perform better than others. Is Hampton Bay a leader in the industry... Or are its flooring products falling flat? In this guide, we want to break down various features about this flooring to help you make the smartest purchase decision. We look at the
average price when compared to similar brands, ease of installation, and styles and colors available. By taking this deep dive into this brand of flooring, you can see if it's a product that can last a lifetime in your home, or one that falls short. Is Hampton Bay laminate flooring durable? Sure, your flooring may look great now, but how it looked in a year... Or 10 years? Even if the right
price for your new laminate appears, you will see that costs add up quickly if the flooring should be replaced every few years. Is Hampton Bay laminate durable, or are you picking up new flooring again in the near future? Hampton Bay laminate flooring is relatively durable. However, there are a few drawbacks noted by customers who have bought the brand. One of the most
common complaints was that when the flooring was received, it was already chipping. If that happens, you can send the flooring back for a replacement, but some people don't want to deal with it without any problems. Other people complained that while the floor was well held after installation, it was quite difficult to install, and some planks were damaged during the installation.
Several customers have announced that setting planks has led to chips to the flooring. All this aside, though, the flooring is very durable when it is properly in place. Some customers have announced that their flooring has maintained its beauty and has not been damaged for more than ten years. As with other laminate products, there are a few cautions you can take to get the
most out of your Hampton Bay flooring. Keeping pet nails trimmed, not sliding heavy furniture, and using felt pads and foot protectors can help prevent scratches that may occur. It is important to note, however, that laminate is more resistant to scratch than other types of bare flooring, such as forest forests. You should also avoid getting your wet laminate, as this can cause your
floor to varnish, buckle, or stain. For this reason, Hampton Bay Laminate is not suitable for installation in bathrooms or other rooms with high levels of humidity or humidity. All leaks must be Clean, and you should avoid using wet mops or steam mops. Laminate may also fade over time, especially when exposed to ultraviolet light. Protect your floor using area carpets or using
window treatments in areas with too much sunlight. To ensure that your floor is of the highest quality, the manufacturer offers a 25-year residential warranty. Please note that like other warranties for flooring, this does not cover damage due to misuse or improper installation. How much does it cost to go back up? Laminate flooring is usually one of the most cost-effective flooring
solutions, especially when compared to hardwood - which can cost $10 or more per square foot. Although laminate pricing varies, it is expected to pay between $1 and $5 per square foot. Where do Hampton Bay flooring products fall in this range? You will see that Hampton Bay laminate is very affordable. Although pricing varies based on a number of factors, including the style
you buy, you'll pay approximately $1 to $3 per square foot for your new flooring. This is at the lower end compared to other flooring brands. One thing to remember is that there will be additional costs with your project. This includes professional installation costs, or – if you choose to install it yourself – the cost of tools and materials. The last thing to note is that you should never
buy new flooring based on the price. You should consider all other factors in this guide before making a decision. Back up how do I maintain my floor? Many households love laminate considering how easy it is to clean and maintain, and products from Hampton Bay are no exception. Keep your flooring looking the best it takes just a few minutes each day. To clean your laminated
floor, you'll use a vacuum or laminated vacuum to lift dirt, dust, and debris daily. If using vacuum, be sure to use one without a beat bar that is specifically for the use of bare floors, as other types may damage your flooring. You can also place the concierge at your entrances to avoid dirt and remnants of tracking on your floor. If your floor becomes very dirty or sticky, you can use a
cleaning product specifically for use on laminated floors. Simply spray small areas with your floor and follow with a dry cloth or dry mop. Never use a wet mop, which can damage your laminates. Back to Top What Styles &amp; Colors Are Available? One area where Hampton Bay laminate flooring falls short is its lack of color and style choices. If you're looking for the latest trendy
colors and styles in the flooring, consider buying another brand. Hampton Bay has a limited number of colors and styles, and most of them are on the more traditional side. There are quite a few classic styles to choose from. Perry Hickury, Claire Cherry and Alexander Oack are among the choices Are. If you're looking too bright or too dark, You won't find it here however, if you
prefer the classic look of forests like oak and maple, choosing from Hampton Bay may not be enough for you. You can also buy floor samples for just a few dollars so that you can compare the color and find the shade that best fits your home. Back-up professional installation required? You don't have to get a professional installation of your Hampton Bay laminate floor. However,
one of the most common complaints about this flooring is that it is more difficult to install than other brands. Even professionals have had some trouble installing this flooring, so that's what to consider before tackling your own work. Hampton Bay Laminate has a tongue-and-groove design that allows you to install it as a floating floor. Normally, this is one of the easiest ways to
install flooring. However, customers have complained that grooves are difficult to align, some yawning occurred, and plank chips when trying to reset them. That doesn't mean it's impossible to install this floor yourself, though. But being aware of these factors is important. You also need to set aside a lot of time to get the job done properly, as incorrect installation can lead to
damage to your floor. You also need a few basic tools, including rubber malt, tape measurements, and saw power to do so properly. You also need to buy additional supplies, such as under the layer and trim pieces. Of course, you can give up this by hiring a professional, but it will add more money to the total cost of your project. Returning to the final ruling above there are some
advantages to Hampton Bay laminate flooring, but there are a few bugs worth mentioning as well. Let's start with the positive features of this flooring. Hampton Bay Laminate is very affordable, so it's great for those on a budget. Compared to other laminates - especially flooring at the same price point - it is very durable. It is also supported by a 25-year warranty. Cleaning and
maintenance is also easy, so you spend hours cleaning your floor. On the downside, though, there are several complaints about how difficult installing this flooring can be. Even consumers with previous laminate installation experience found that installing Hampton Bay was more difficult than other brands, and some planks were damaged during the installation process. There is
also a shortage of colors and styles. If he liked the classic look of oak, maple and Hickury, you'd be happy. However, if you want unique colors or floors that mimic exotic wood species, consider buying another brand. Overall, Hampton Bay Laminate is a good choice for anyone who wants a low maintenance floor that looks like solid hardwood at an affordable price. Back up about
Nikki Sepalniki is an experienced writer and editor and has worked on it That from home improvement to entrepreneurship. For more than 10 years, he has used his unique talent and love of the written word to discover stories that people want to read. How do I know I can trust these critiques of Hampton Bay patio furniture? How do I know I can trust these critiques of Hampton
Bay? 2,475,222 reviews have been approved in ConsumerAffairs. We need contact information to ensure our arbitrators are genuine. We use smart software that helps us maintain the integrity of reviews. Our administrators read all reviews to check the quality and usefulness. For more information about reviews on ConsumerAffairs.com please refer to our response. Kelly from
Amityville, N.Y. confirmed the reviewer of the original review: June 30, 2020This the product seemed like good quality but then started ringing after a year and only getting worse. I have tried to paint spots that are rusty with Rustoleum but more rust comes through in other sections. Tyra of Country Club Hills, IL Verified Reviewer Original review: June 27, 2020I purchased my
gazebo three weeks ago. Until the rain and winds came it was absolutely beautiful. The parts were not kept in the upper canopy area. It was completely mangal. $299.99 down the drain... In the wind. Dubai from Decatur, AL confirms reviewer of the original review: June 26, 2020We bought 27 pieces and failed the end within the first year. The cushions are rotten, spitted and torn
in the third full year. These are out of elements during the winter months. The home depot only took the top of the butterfly table, but not the legs. The new high end changed color in a few months. Larry of Savannah, GA confirms reviewer of the original reviewer: May 21, 2020 Space Furniture coming apart a year after purchase and cannot consent after many emails and phone
calls with the so-called home depot customer service... Now they're even touching back. Kate from Evans, GA confirms reviewer of the original review: May 16, 2020Last the year I bought Hampton Bay loveseat. Bakker is all in great shape, but unfortunately the cushions have been burned and burned and melted. I have made sure they are covered and protected so only within a
few hours of the day I don't understand how this happened. It's horrible that they melt, if one of my kids was on this when it happened, or it would have caught fire and set my house on fire!? That the company is aware of these problems and continues to sell it is irresponsible, and dangerous! Ashamed. And that it is not covered under warranty nor offers any solution to replace
faulty cushions. This is a pending lawsuit to happen! Jessica from Binghamton, N.Y. confirmed the reviewer of the original reviewer' original review: January 5, 2020I was online trying to find alternative glass with zero chances for my one-year-old Belcourt table. My glass also broke into a million pieces. Unlike a From the review, I was out of town so I didn't know what happened
other than there was nothing crushed around it and it was summer. We came home all over the deck and tried to keep our dogs away was a nightmare after reading all the reviews, I see it probably caused nothing as it seems the complaint was too common and a few people were at home and it happened for no reason at all. Very disappointing as now the whole collection is
almost :(. $500 for less than a summer of use.mayra from Miami, FL confirmed reviewer of the original reviewer: November 6, 2019We bought the Hampton Bay Belleville line of outdoor furniture through the home depot in July 2015. It was sold as a rust-resistant product using a powder-coated steel frame and we were sure it would stand out against miami weather especially
moisture. We spent about $1,000 on the dining suite and 2 high balcony sets. We had issues almost immediately after purchase with bell display joints. Now he was completely rusty at the dining table. Yeah, it literally went down. I'm not sure about Hampton Bay and the home depot definition of rust-resistant, but when spending that amount of money I expect a better product that
doesn't have to be thrown after 4 years. I would advise anyone that if their rest-resistant product shows any signs of ringing, immediately contact the seller and demand a return. We should have done this and now we're stuck out for 4 years by buying all the new furniture. BTW, I bought many sets of outdoor furniture and never had this issue before, which is why we assumed we
would be fine. It was a big mistake I won't make again. Read Sam's full review of Land O Lakes, FL confirmed the original review: September 7, 2019I bought a full 7-piece outdoor furniture set, and seated after 10 months deteriorating and falling apart. A garbage wedding is the worst purchase I've ever made at Hampton Bay to do nothing for you instead of repairing products. The
barn doesn't stand next to him. It's an embarrassment that friends come over and I have crap like this on My Lanai.Karl from Brampton, in reviewing the original reviewer's endorsement: August 21, 2019Sorry to see that so many people have had such bad experiences with their Hampton Bay patio collection. Normally people who are satisfied/content are not quick to define and
that is why I am writing this review. I received my patio collection as a gift more than 4 years ago. The first winter I saved the indoor suite but became lazy and left the outdoor set patio since then. My patio has a roof but is completely exposed to elements. There is no bell and set looks as if I just received it more than 4 years ago. Elaine of St. Catharines, ON Verified Reviewer
Original review: Aug. 20, 2019Spent $587 on a swing/daybed combination. After a summer of full use &amp; 2 winter - rusty armrest section. High each arm is crimped &amp; hole punched for hanging - these holes allow water/snow to go into the tubing where it can freeze &amp; thaw &amp; caused the tubing to bulge &amp; rust out &amp; split at the seams. There is only one
year warranty. For the money I spent, I expected to use for years - not just one. I had to constantly complain to the supplier over several weeks to get any action. It was very frustrating &amp; time consuming. Just to get rid of me they agreed to carry 2 new guns to me from China if I agreed to pay a shipping fee of $75. i did. He learned lessons. I will be more vigilant checking
warranties &amp; customer service next time &amp; stay away from Hampton Bay. Next Next
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